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The Search for the Best
Retail Solution Ends Here with NUUO
Bright Future, But Challenges Ahead
The worldwide retail market is thriving, especially in

Due to the business size, retailers’ requirements for loss

developing countries such as China, Chile, and India where

prevention solutions may vary. For large national and

consumption power is growing rapidly. While the future of

international retailers with multiple stores such as

retail is promising, many challenges still lie ahead. Every year,

supermarkets and malls, the capability of managing multiple

shoplifting, employee theft, credit card fraud, and robberies

video recorders centrally and POS events is a must. Regional

cause significant store losses, also known as shrinkage.

chained stores, particularly convenience stores running 24/7,
need long-term uninterrupted video recording, which means a

According to Global Retail Theft Barometer, the shrinkage as

huge amount of video data in the recorders. Therefore,

a result of shoplifting, employee theft, supplier fraud, and

intelligent data search and analytics are required. As for the

administrative errors in the worldwide retail market reached

“smaller” retailers which usually have limited budget on loss

$128 billion in 2013, equaling to nearly 1.3% of retail sales.

prevention, cost-effective solutions that can be easily

The top two causes of shrinkage are shoplifting and

installed and maintained without additional technical support

employee theft, accounting for over 65% of the shrinkage. To

are highly valued. Remote access and live view on mobile

ensure the safety of the merchandise, the owner's property,

devices to allow shop owners to view the operation of the

the staff, and the customers, many retailers have increased

shop and each transaction from home is also a big plus.

focus on loss prevention methods such as integrating their

NUUO has developed a portfolio of retail solutions to address

video solutions with their POS (Point of Sales) systems for

the full spectrum of needs across different retail markets and

higher management and surveillance efficiency.

industries.

Employee Theft
3

The National Retail Security Survey’s findings indicate internal
theft as the No.1 cause of shrinkage for retailers. Among all,
smaller retailers in particular suffer higher rates of shrinkage
due to lack of technical ability to detect the crime.
Unfortunately, loss prevention on this area has not received
as much attention as customer theft. An Optometrist Paul
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DeLange’s former employee was sentenced for stealing more
than $185,000 from the business. Over six years, Laux has
lost more than $200,000 in sales to employee theft. By
integrating video surveillance systems into the POS system in
the shop, employee theft can be reduced significantly.
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▌Detect Employee Theft with POS Integration
NUUO retail solutions can be seamlessly integrated with
retailers’ POS systems, allowing transaction data form the
POS system and the surveillance video to be combined with
NUUO’s solutions. Retailers can use metadata search to
locate an event and view the transaction data, including
details of purchased items, video playbacks, live streams, and
snapshots, in one interface.
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Search POS exception events (pre-defined)
Double click to playback an event from the list
Export exception report to excel
Show transation video (video clip or snapshot)
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n case of a fraud where a customer purchases an expensive

▌Monitor Employees Remotely to Prevent Internal Theft

item but the staff inputs a cheaper item in the POS system,

Employees who know they are

the manager can easily dig out sweet hearting employee theft

being monitored are more likely

by comparing the playback video with the POS transaction

to watch their own behavior.

data, which is overlaid onto the video.

NUUO’s retail solutions can
stream video simultaneously to

What’s more, the manager can receive real-time notifications

multiple clients such as remote

upon a pre-defined event, say any transactions above $300,

live viewers, Web clients, and

and view live images or transaction data immediately on their

mobile devices, giving retailers

mobile devices if they are out of the store. All of the events

remote access to the cameras in

can be generated into exception reports based on

the store to monitor the activity of

customized parameters and exported externally for further

employees when they are away.

investigation.
▌Enhance Customer Confidence with PCI-DSS Compliance
With growing importance of protection for credit card
information, NUUO has placed a high focus on meeting the
PCI-DSS standard, a standard that all companies that
process, store or transmit credit card information must
comply with. The PCI-DSS certification has proved NUUO’s
POS solutions to be a reliable and trustworthy choice for
retailing partners.

Even if the snapshots or video clips are tampered by
employees after they are exported from the live view or
playback interface, NUUO’s verification tool can check the
authenticity of the exported materials.

Shoplifting
Ranked second on the list of shrinkage causes, shoplifting

▌EAS System Integration

has been a growing problem to retail stores of various sizes

Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) systems have been a

and types, from branded clothing in luxury stores to daily

major method for preventing shoplifting in retail stores and

commodities in small retail stores. Many resources have been

NUUO’s solution can be integrated with EAS systems

spent on loss prevention. Small stores usually rely on vigilant

perfectly. When an EAS tag is removed from merchandise

employees and a layout that gives the workers good visibility

illegally, NUUO system will notify the staff, activate an alarm

while larger retailers may deploy floor walkers and advanced

and start recording the incident, based on retailers’

monitoring and alert systems to combat the crime. However,

configurations. The recording can be configured to start a few

as anti-theft technology improves, shoplifters also learn to

minutes before the alarm to ensure the event is captured

adjust their strategies from hiding goods in their clothes to

completely.

removing tags from items. Retailers need more intelligent
surveillance systems to detect and prevent shoplifting.
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▌High Image Quality

▌Facial Recognition

Stores without EAS will have to rely on other methods to

Apart from EAS and megapixel support, NUUO’s

combat shoplifting, and one way is using high-quality video

soon-to-be-released facial recognition solution will be a killer

with exceptional image clarity and details. High-quality

solution for retailers to stop shoplifting. Capable of detecting

images not only improve efficiency of police investigations but

faces in crowded uncontrolled environments and recognizing

also serve as a tool for deterrence since shoplifters will be

multiple faces against a specified database, the solution

less likely to steal goods when they know they are being

enables retailers to spot perpetrators when they enter the

watched. NUUO’s high efficiency megapixel recording and

store and stop them before they commit a crime. By building

management platform can provide high-quality video with

a blacklist of suspects, such as people that have been caught

sharper images, reduced noise and less motion blur.

shoplifting or people with criminal records, the system will
automatically compare the faces of people entering the store
against the blacklist and send alerts to the retailers so they
can conduct more detailed surveillance. The retailers can also
create a white list of VIPs or loyal customers which will be
immediately recognized and offered special discounts,
making them more welcome.

Female,
20~30 yrs, white
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Store & Business Management
Running a retail store without the help of intelligent video

and visit frequency, helping retailers better understand store

systems is dreadful, especially when little manpower is

operations and maximize their potential revenue. For

available. Imagine the staff in the shop doing their routine work

example, they can plan more effective displays, compare the

while keeping an eye on every corner at all times to see if

efficiency of different displays, evaluate new store layouts, or

people are moving in restricted areas; loitering in the area of

identify the busy times of each chain store based on the data.

valuable goods; cars are driving the wrong way, or consumers
are waiting for help. An intelligent video system not only
enhances management efficiency but also provides better
customer experience because retailers can plan a layout for
consumers to find what they want and need easily and place
promotional products in heat areas to boot sales.
With various advanced functions such as people counting,
virtual tripwire, and heat map, NUUO IVS moves video solutions
beyond security applications and endows them with business
intelligence, turning them into valuable business tools.
▌Virtual Tripwire
Retailers relying on dedicated manpower to monitor and
prevent unauthorized intrusion to areas with restricted access
such as offices, warehouses, or staff-only places should
seriously consider virtual tripwire solution as it is cost-effective
and efficient. With this function, a virtual tripwire is created on
screen and when people or moving objects, such as cars, cross
the line or when any thing breaches the perimeter, a series of
automatic triggers will be activated such as initiating video
recording, sending an alert email, or uploading event images.

▌Heat Map
Heat map is another useful tool for marketing purposes. By
visualizing customer traffic patterns over time using video
analytics, the foot traffic is displayed in different colors such
as red representing heavy traffic, meaning this area receives a
lot of attention, and green indicating little traffic. As a result,
retailers can quickly identify the display areas that are doing
well and those that need to be improved to attract more
potential buyers. With a better knowledge of customer traffic,
retailers can know how to put popular products in a more
accessible part of the store and scale back in-store
advertising of a product in unpopular dead areas for

▌People Counting
In the old days, retailers who wanted to understand store
traffic had to designate staff or install a counter to do so
which is inefficient and costly. Now this can be done in a
smarter, more accurate, and most importantly, more
cost-effective way. The people counting function of NUUO’s
IVS can count the number of visitors to a store and provide
statistics for new and return visitors, average visit duration,
© 2015 NUUO Inc. All rights reserved.

optimized store performance, customer service, and
marketing results.
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Armed Robberies & Burglaries
Burglaries and robberies pose a particular danger to retailers

▌Smarter Alarm Systems

as they not only cause financial losses, but also threaten

Almost every retailer employs alarms to address burglary and

people's lives. Stores open late at night are prone to

robbery; however, the alarms have provided little effect due to

robberies. Small retailers with a lot of cash on hand and less

false alarms, delayed response times, and sometimes even

sophisticated security systems are also a prime robbery

no response at all. To successfully deter robbery or break-in,

target. As most stores train their employees to hand over the

the alarm systems must be smart enough to trigger actions

money without fighting with the robbers, video footage of the

automatically in order to minimize the damage of the events.

surveillance systems, if any, will be extremely important for

It is thus crucial that alarm systems be integrated with the

post-criminal investigation and prosecution. However, the

surveillance system. Since NUUO’s solution can be integrated

footages are usually blurry with unidentifiable details that

with alarm systems, the staff can press the emergency button

impede law enforcement, especially in stores using cheap

when encountering a robbery attempt or perceiving trouble to

CCTV systems and low-quality DVRs. Since NUUO’s network

activate pre-defined triggers such as sending alerts to the

recording system utilizes File Ring recording engine to store

security company and the owner, triggering the recording to

and retrieve megapixel video data, consistently good quality

start, or boosting recording quality.

can be ensured.

Drive-offs
Drive-offs, leaving the gas pump without paying, has been a

▌License Plate Recognition Integration

main concern for retailers, especially at pay-at-the-pump

This is where LPR technology comes into play. NUUO LPR

systems which were meant to increase customer

solution can be integrated with a third-party’s license plate

convenience. The surging oil prices in recent years have

recognition system. NUUO recording systems will receive

added fuel to the fire. With retailers making little profit on the

data from a single LPR device via Ethernet and the license

sale of gasoline, a drive-off could wipe out their entire day's

plate number of authorized vehicles along with other

profits from gasoline sales, not to mention the loss of revenue

additional information like the driver’s image can be displayed

from luring customers inside the convenience stores to buy

on the selected channels. Retailers can configure numerous

something more profitable. Most gas stations have CCTV

lanes of traffic under each LPR source for easy management.

installed to help retailers provide the police with vital clues to

When an event occurs, the user-defined alarms will be

facilitate investigation. Sadly, the resulting images are often of

triggered. For example, NUUO Mainconsole will send an alert

low quality and therefore of limited use to the police.

to the manager when a vehicle with an unauthorized license
plate has entered the perimeter. All license plates and special
events are stored in a secured, keyword-searchable database
with video attached for easy review. The integration not only

Suspicious
Vehicle
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saves costs as there is no need to install additional sensors
for detection, but also reduces response time as law
enforcement departments will be notified immediately.
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Romanian Big-Box Retailer Stops Theft with
Open NUUO Surveillance Platform
NUUO’s retail solutions have been deployed worldwide.

The solution enables Auchan to detect events more easily as

Romanian Auchan, one of the largest retailers in the world,

the administrator will receive alerts whenever a pre-defined

was seeking reliable recording solutions in replacement of

event is triggered such as when a transaction exceeds

their analog DVRs to help them with loss prevention. Besides

US$1,000 or when goods are returned. There is no need to

supporting hybrid environments where a combination of

read through endless lists to find a specific event. Even better,

analogue and IP-based systems co-exist, the solution must

the transaction data will be shown over the images, so the

be able to integrate with the POS system. Under these

administrator can make comparison quickly. All I/O devices

considerations, Auchan chose NUUO Mainconsole for local

such as fire or burglar alarms can also be managed centrally

recording and monitoring and installed NUUO’s CMS (Central

via Mainconsole, giving the administrator great convenience

Management Software) in the control center to manage

to specify multiple different actions for different events in one

cameras in all stores. Since the beginning of the project, over

interface. At night after stores are closed, recording will be

80,000 channels have been installed and integrated with 400

switched to motion-based settings to save storage space.

POS systems. Auchan can manage 7,000 channels at a time
Currently, NUUO’s solutions have been deployed in over 70

in the CMS.

countries, including Vodafone in Egypt, Brisbane market in
Australia, MacDonalds in Mexico, and TsUM in Russia.
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